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1. Introduction

1.1
This case relates to direct discrimination on the religion ground by Ms Hazel Chu. Mr 
Hamill was treated less favourably than others, because others have a religious belief 
whereas Mr Hamill has not. Specifically, Ms Chu allocated public resources associated 
with the Lord Mayor’s Garden to religious people who were members of faith groups, while 
denying similar public resources to Mr Hamill because he is not religious and is a member 
of a non-faith group.

1.2
The Dublin City Inter-Non-Faith Forum (DCINF Forum) is a body comprised of a number of 
non-faith groups with members in Dublin. The DCINF Forum supports the human right to 
the freedom of religion, including the formation of public policy that is neutral with respect 
to those of all faiths and none. The Charter of the DCINF Forum is included in Appendix 1.

1.3
Ms Chu allocated public resources to faith-based groups in late 2020, at which time Mr 
Hamill requested that similar resources should be allocated to him and his colleagues in 
the DCINF Forum. For several months, Ms Chu continued to treat Mr Hamill less 
favourably by refusing to allocate public resources to him in a similar way, despite many 
written requests. In mid-2021 after Ms Chu finally confirmed that she would not allocate 
any public resources in the form of the Lord Mayor’s Garden to Mr Hamill and his 
colleagues at the DCINF Forum, she proceeded to allocate these resources again to 
additional religious groups such as St Andrew’s Resource Center within the Roman 
Catholic Archdiocese of Dublin.

1.4
If Mr Hamill had religious beliefs and been a member of the faith groups supported by Ms 
Chu, he could have benefited from the allocation of public resources by Ms Chu. The 
reason why Mr Hamill was treated less favourably by being denied these public resources, 
was that he has no religious belief and was a member of a non-faith group.

2. Narrative

2.1
On 10th December 2020, the Lord Mayor of Dublin engaged in a Twitter discussion with 
someone called Michael Farrelly. Mr Hamill does not know Michael Farrelly and merely 
observed this interaction on the public Twitter platform. The context was that as Lord 
Mayor, Ms Chu had arranged for a series of different religious groups to hold services in 
the Lord Mayor’s garden over a period of seven days. Michael Farrelly asked that the Lord 
Mayor might “invite people of no faith too”.

In response, the Lord Mayor decided not to invite anyone of no faith to her series of events 
but merely that she would refer to “all faith and none”. A policy of allocating public 
resources to those of religious faith while merely paying lip service to those of no faith, 
represents less favourable treatment of those with no religious belief.

Appendix 2 includes this Twitter exchange and also includes a letter signed by Mr Hamill 
on 10th December 2020, which was sent to the Lord Mayor on behalf of the DCINF Forum.



2.2
The 10th December 2020 letter, to which Mr Hamill was a signatory, referred to the seven 
days of “Rewind 2020” events that had been advertised by the Lord Mayor. These events 
in the Mansion House were designed to facilitate religious groups in marking the 
celebrations that they had missed during the pandemic restrictions. Along with his 
colleagues in the DCINF Forum, Mr Hamill indicated that non-religious groups had also 
missed out on their own gatherings for the same reasons, and he requested that similar 
events could be arranged at the Mansion House for non-religious groups. In order to help 
facilitate this, he provided a copy of the DCINF Forum Charter to indicate the type of topics 
that the proposed events might mention. Unfortunately, this correspondence was ignored.

2.3
On 29th December 2020, Mr Hamill was a signatory on a subsequent letter from the 
DCINF Forum to the Lord Mayor of Dublin. This correspondence announced that a new 
non-religious organisation had become a member of the group. The letter also proposed 
that the DCINF Forum would include a donation to a charity to be nominated by the Lord 
Mayor, as part of the events proposed. In addition, Mr Hamill indicated that he would still 
like to arrange some events in the New Year, even if it was not possible to arrange events 
before Christmas. Unfortunately, this correspondence was ignored. This letter is included 
in Appendix 2.
 
2.4
On 15th January 2021, now 5 weeks after the first letter had been delivered by registered 
post with still no response, Mr Hamill sent an ES1 Form and a blank ES2 Form to the Lord 
Mayor of Dublin. The date of the discrimination described within that ES1 Form was 31st 
December 2020. Within this correspondence Mr Hamill described how non-faith groups 
were being treated less favourably than faith-based groups.

Specifically, the Office of the Lord Mayor responded immediately to requests from the 
Dublin City Interfaith Forum (DCIF) for “Rewind 2020” events with religious groups, while 
the same Office ignored similar requests for similar events with non-religious groups such 
as the DCINF Forum. For example, the first time that the DCIF wrote an email to the Office 
of the Lord Mayor about arranging “Rewind 2020” religious events, they received a 
response describing that as “a lovely idea” within 30 minutes. In contrast, the DCINF 
Forum had been ignored for more than 30 days.

2.5
The ES1 Form provided by Mr Hamill asked whether Ms Chu would treat the application 
from the DCINF Forum in the same way that she treated the application from the DCIF. 
That is, if a proposed event with the DCIF would be a “lovely idea” then why would an 
event with the DCINF Forum be any less “lovely”? The ES1 Form is included in Appendix 
3.

2.6
The email exchange that arranged the seven days of “Rewind 2020” events, between the 
DCIF and the Office of the Lord Mayor, is included in Appendix 3. Within the email 
response from the Office of the Lord Mayor to the DCIF, it is important to note that from the 
moment this event was proposed the pandemic restrictions were already an issue. That is, 
in arranging the “Rewind 2020” events the Office of the Lord Mayor at all times made 
provisional bookings that were subject to change depending on the evolving pandemic 
restrictions.



2.7
On 15th February 2021, the Lord Mayor responded using an ES2 Form. The only 
explanation offered for the discriminatory behaviour was “the extremely busy run up to the 
Christmas period”. Of course, this does not explain why the same Lord Mayor’s Office was 
able to respond promptly to faith bodies during the same extremely busy period. The ES2 
Form also referring to the priorities of the Lord Mayor as including “integration”. In fact, the 
DCIF represents less than one third of the religious groups registered in the greater Dublin 
area. In addition, the most recent Census shows that Dublin is the least religious county in 
the entire country, with more than 18% of the population reporting that they adhere no 
religion at all. Facilitating a small number of religious denominations while excluding those 
of other faiths and those of no faith at all, is not promoting “integration” but rather 
advancing religious discrimination.

For example, members of the Alliance of Former Muslims in Ireland (who are part of the 
DCINF Forum) have experienced all of the same racism and discrimination as many 
believing Muslims have experienced. In addition to this abhorrent treatment, they have 
also experienced oppression and persecution by believing Muslims in Ireland, based on 
the Islamic teachings against apostasy. This includes teachings that have been promoted 
by some of the Muslim groups that are included within the Dublin City Interfaith Forum. 

The policy of Ms Chu was to support those who preach against apostasy within the Muslim 
community, leading to the abuse of former Muslims in Ireland, up to and including the 
threat of physical violence against many ex-Muslims within the Direct Provision system. At 
the same time, the policy of Ms Chu was to exclude the Alliance of Former Muslims in 
Ireland from events within public spaces, compounding the faith-based ostracisation that 
their members experience in Dublin on a daily basis. 

The ES2 Form is included in Appendix 3.

2.8
On 16th February 2021, Mr Hamill was a signatory on a subsequent letter from the DCINF 
Forum to the Lord Mayor of Dublin. That correspondence explained the problems with the 
ES2 Form. For example, whereas the position of Ms Chu was that “Events at the Mansion 
House are set up at the discretion and agreement of the incumbent Lord Mayor”, the letter 
explained that this discretion is not absolute. That is, it is not within the discretion of the 
Lord Mayor to enforce policies such as, “no black people allowed in the Mansion House” or 
else “no Jews allowed in the Mansion House”. Similarly, it is not within the discretion of the 
Lord Mayor to treat those of no faith less favourably than the religious. This letter also 
suggested a new date for our proposed event during March.

The 16th February 2021 letter is included in Appendix 4.

2.9
On 17th February 2021, the Office of the Lord Mayor sent a letter referring the 
correspondence to the Dublin City Council Law Office, and on 4th March 20201 a letter 
was received from that Law Office. That correspondence responded on the basis that Mr 
Hamill had “made a complaint” about the DCIF event that took place in December of 2020. 
In fact, Mr Hamill was a signatory to a letter that stated, “We the undersigned would like to 
congratulate you on arranging the Rewind 2020 gatherings … This is indeed a worthy 
initiative that reflects well on your office”. The correspondence from the Office of the Lord 
Mayor and the Dublin City Council Law Office, is included in Appendix 4.



2.10
On 8th March 2021 Mr Hamill was a signatory on a subsequent letter from the DCINF 
Forum to the Lord Mayor of Dublin, which was also copied to the Dublin City Council Law 
Office. Whereas the letter from the Law Office stated that Mr Hamill had “made a 
complaint” about a DCIF event, he pointed out that he had explicitly congratulated the Lord 
Mayor on the “Rewind 2020” events for members of the DCIF. Mr Hamill's request had 
been merely that the Lord Mayor might make public resources available to those of all 
faiths and none, rather that restricting those resources exclusively to citizens who hold 
religious beliefs.

Moreover, Mr Hamill’s correspondence again compared the treatment of his non-faith 
group to the treatment of an equivalent faith group. On 26th November 2020, the Office of 
the Lord Mayor wrote to the DCIF proposing an event on 8th December 2020, while 
qualifying this suggestion by stating that, “we will have to await the announcement 
tomorrow regarding restrictions and any change in the number of people that can gather 
outside”. Of course, it is perfectly possible to make provisional arrangements on the 
understanding that they may need to change according to any subsequent government 
announcement. Mr Hamill therefore suggested a new date for the proposed event after the 
Level 5 restriction period ended. In doing so, Mr Hamill explained that he understood that 
this plan would be subject to any new government announcements with respect to further 
restrictions on the number of people who may gather outside.

Mr Hamill further explained that the Lord Mayor’s Office had a longstanding track record in 
terms of treating the non-religious less favourably. As just a few examples:

• In 2016, the Lord Mayor’s Office supported an event to promote the DCIF Charter. There 
was no equivalent support for any non-faith groups.

• In 2017, the Lord Mayor’s Office supported a conference arranged by the DCIF to 
promote the contribution of religious faith to civil society. There was no equivalent 
support for any non-faith groups.

• In 2018, the Lord Mayor’s Office supported a “Five Marks” event arranged by the DCIF 
to promote understanding of interfaith ideas. There was no equivalent support for any 
non-faith groups.

• In 2019, the Lord Mayor’s Office continued supporting, “MEASC – A Festival of Culture, 
Faith and Community”, which is an annual function arranged by the DCIF. There was no 
equivalent support for any non-faith groups.

Many other similar examples could be included, such as the policy meetings held by Ms 
Chu with church leaders, whereas no equivalent meetings were held with those opposed 
to faith-based policy formation. In addition, WRC Adjudication Reference ADJ-00016391 
refers to a complaint previously made by Atheist Ireland against the Lord Mayor’s Office. 
The context of that case related to a DCIF banner that was manufactured and erected at 
public expense, and supported by the Lord Mayor’s Office. Atheist Ireland had sought 
support for an equivalent banner that would refer to non-faith perspectives and the Lord 
Mayor’s Office refused to facilitate that request. The complaint was not upheld because a 
prolonged series of correspondence on the issues resulted in the complaint running out of 
time.

During that case, it was argued by the Lord Mayor’s Office that Atheist Ireland was treated 
less favourably than the DCIF because Atheist Ireland is just one group and not a forum of 
different organisations. It was suggested that if a forum of non-faith groups were to make a 
similar application to the DCIF then that non-faith forum would be treated equally. 



Moreover, it was also argued that discrimination cannot arise when all religious 
denominations are treated equally. While this position is consistent with the behaviour of 
the Lord Mayor’s Office over many years, it neglects the fact that treating different faiths 
equally can still involve discriminating against those with no faith. This correspondence 
from Mr Hamill is included in Appendix 4, along with the ES2 Form from the case with 
WRC Adjudication Reference ADJ-00016391.

2.11
On 23rd March 2021, the Lord Mayor wrote to Mr Hamill and the other members of the 
DCINF Forum, indicating that his request would not be facilitated due to the pandemic 
restrictions. This correspondence in included in Appendix 4.

2.12
On 26th April 2021, Mr Hamill was a signatory on a subsequent letter from the DCINF 
Forum to the Lord Mayor of Dublin, which referred to the comments of the Taoiseach about 
lifting the pandemic restrictions during the summer. That letter proposed a non-faith event 
in the Lord Mayor’s garden on 1st June 2021. This correspondence in included in 
Appendix 4.

2.13
On 10th May 2021, Ms Chu wrote to Mr Hamill indicating that she would not be facilitating 
his request and offering no explanatory reason. This correspondence stated that she was 
“not considering any requests from external parties at present for use of the Lord Mayor’s 
Garden”, despite the fact that the ES2 Form had stated that “all are welcome to make an 
application”. 

At the time that this letter was written, there were no pandemic restrictions in place on 
garden gatherings, and that had been known since a government announcement on 29th 
April 2021. This correspondence is in included in Appendix 4, along with the 29th April 
2021 government announcement that restrictions on garden gatherings would be lifted 
from 10th May 2021.

2.14
On 11th May 2021, Mr Hamill was a signatory on a subsequent letter from the DCINF 
Forum to the Lord Mayor of Dublin, which indicated that as of that date there were no 
further pandemic restrictions limiting the use of the Lord Mayor’s Garden. Mr Hamill 
reiterated his request for an event on 1st June 2021. Unfortunately, this letter was ignored 
but it is included in Appendix 4.

2.15
On 12th May 2021, just two days after Ms Chu had written to Mr Hamill informing him that 
that she was “not considering any requests from external parties at present for use of the 
Lord Mayor’s Garden”, she contacted the Dublin City Volunteer Center to invite them to 
use the Lord Mayor’s Garden. Whereas time could not be found for 3 people from the 
DCINF Forum, the invitation to the Dublin City Volunteer Center was for 80 people and 
included catering, a photographer and arrangements for a press release.

It is worth noting that Ms Chu was uncertain whether 80 people could be found to fill the 
places she was making available, while at the same time she was telling just 3 people from 
the DCINF Forum that she was not considering the use of the Lord Mayor’s Garden by any 
external parties. These emails are included in Appendix 5.



2.16
The Dublin City Volunteer Center is a very praiseworthy organisation, which is well known 
to work closely with local churches. For example, Appendix 5 includes examples of their 
events that host the “Young Christian Workers” and events that take place in St Patrick’s 
Cathedral, such that they are advertised in parish newsletters.

2.17
On or before 19th May 2021, Ms Chu also contacted St Andrew’s Resource Center and 
invited 10 people from that organisation at the Lord Mayor’s Garden for tea. St Andrew’s 
Resource Center is part of the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Dublin, which appoints its 
priests to the Board. St Andrew's provides a range of services, including a live stream of 
Roman Catholic Mass from the parish. Details of the Board at St Andrew’s Resource 
Center and the Lord Mayor’s invitation to that body, are included in Appendix 6.

2.18
On 19th May 2021, Mr Hamill submitted a ES3 Form and that document is included in 
Appendix 7.

3. Less Favourable Treatment

3.1
Mr Hamill believes that he was treated less favourably in the provision of publicly-funded 
services by Ms Chu in the following ways:

• The Office of the Lord Mayor responded immediately to requests from the Dublin City 
Interfaith Forum (DCIF) for “Rewind 2020” events with religious groups, while the same 
Office ignored similar requests for similar events with non-religious groups like Mr 
Hamill’s. For example, the first time that the DCIF wrote an email to the Office of the Lord 
Mayor about arranging “Rewind 2020” religious events, they received a response 
describing that as “a lovely idea” within 30 minutes. In contrast, the DCINF Forum has 
been ignored for more than 30 days.

• The Lord Mayor arranged for access to the Mansion House grounds for religious groups, 
while neglecting to arrange similar access for any non-religious groups like Mr Hamill’s. 
The Lord Mayor attended events with religious groups while neglecting to attend any 
events with non-religious groups like Mr Hamill's.

• The Lord Mayor reviewed and issued press releases from religious groups and provided 
comments into those press release supporting those religious groups, while neglecting to 
offer such support for any non-religious groups like Mr Hamill’s.

• The Lord Mayor arranged for the Dublin City Council logo to appear on a poster created 
by religious groups, while neglecting to provide similar support to non-religious groups 
like Mr Hamill’s.

• The Office of the Lord Mayor provided for scheduling assistance, arranged for the 
purchase of flowers, photographers, catering, and instructed staff to provide furniture for 
religious groups, while offering no such support to non-religious groups like Mr Hamill's.

In general terms, when the DCIF requested support from the Lord Mayor, they were 
immediately provided with extensive publicly-funded support, including the facilitation of 
events at the Mansion House at which the Lord Mayor participated. In contrast, when the 
DCINF Forum requested equivalent support for equivalent events, this was refused. 
Moreover, this behaviour of the Lord Mayor’s office is part of a longstanding track record of 
offering public funds to faith groups, while refusing similar support to non-faith groups. For 



these reasons, Mr Hamill believe that he has been treated less fairly than others, because 
he has no religious beliefs.    

3.2
Appendix 8 includes an article published in The Irish Times on the 18th August 2021. It 
describes how Ms Chu’s successor was the first ever Lord Mayor of Dublin to meet with 
Atheist Ireland after her inauguration. Every previous Lord Mayor of Dublin, up to and 
including Ms Chu, met only with the leaders of the mainstream religions in the city. It was 
open to Ms Chu to meet with people of no faith upon her inauguration, in the same way 
that she met with religious leaders. She opted not to do that. It was open to Ms Chu to 
facilitate those of no faith in the Lord Mayor’s Garden in the same way that she facilitated 
religious groups. She opted not to do that. In this way she treated Mr Hamill less 
favourably than the religious leaders who she invited to the Lord Mayor’s Garden, because 
those religious leaders have religious belief whereas Mr Hamill does not.

4. Conclusion 

4.1
Mr Hamill submits that Ms Chu treated him less favourably than others, because others 
have religious beliefs and Mr Hamill does not. In order to demonstrate this, Mr Hamill has 
described how he and his non faith group was treated less favourably than religious 
comparators, such as the DCIF. Moreover, Mr Hamill has also demonstrated that in 
attempting to explain this less favourable treatment, Ms Chu was aware of her obligation to 
treat the non-religious with full equality but in fact made materially false statements to Mr 
Hamill in order to avoid that obligation. That is, Ms Chu wrote to Mr Hamill on 10th May 
2021 stating that she was “not considering any requests for external parties at present for 
use of the Lord Mayor’s Garden”. In fact, just days later Ms Chu was considering requests 
for dozens of people from external religious parties to use the Lord Mayor’s Garden. This 
is notwithstanding the fact that by this time, Mr Hamill had sent 6 letters by registered post 
over the previous 6 months requesting attendance to at a non-religious “Rewind 2020” 
event in the Lord Mayor’s Garden.

4.2
Section 38(A) of the Act deals with the burden of proof and states that where "in any 
proceedings facts are established by or on behalf of a person from which it may be 
presumed that prohibited conduct has occurred in relation to him or her, it is for the 
respondent to prove the contrary". 

It is submitted that a prima facie case of discrimination has been demonstrated and that 
the burden of proof should shift to Ms Chu to rebut this claim on the balance of 
probabilities. Specifically, it is submitted that it should be for Ms Chu to prove that the less 
favourable treatment applied to Mr Hamill, is based on fair and objective set of criteria, 
which are consistently applied to those of all faiths and none.

Signed 19th september 2022:

__________________

Mr John Hamill.
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We, as representatives of our respective non-faith groups including 
our Dublin-based adherents, and as members of the Dublin City 
Inter-Non-Faith Forum, commit to the following aims: 

• We commit to supporting the human right to the freedom of religion 
and belief,  including the  freedom  from  religion and the freedom to 
practice our non-faith beliefs during gatherings of our adherents.


• We dedicate ourselves to opposing religious discrimination, including 
discrimination against both religious minorities and the non-religious.


• We promote the formation of secular public policy, which does not 
display a preference for either religion or atheism, but instead 
remains neutral.


• We share  an opposition to the promotion of atheism by public 
bodies, to exactly the same degree as we oppose the promotion of 
religious faith by public bodies.


• We encourage public representatives to make non-faith based and 
evidence based decisions, instead of relying on faith, on authority, on 
divine intervention or on the supernatural.


• We focus on allowing young people to enjoy the human right to the 
freedom of thought, without religious indoctrination by public bodies.


• We develop an appreciation that public bodies should serve those of 
all faiths and  none with equality, without privileging either the 
religious or the non-religious.


• We create  conditions whereby both religious and non-religious 
Dubliners, can feel equally valued and respected by public bodies.


Having committed to this charter, the we will continue to insist on 
the need for secular public bodies to serve a pluralist population, 
since only neutral public bodies can equally serve the interests of 
Dubliners from all faiths and none. 

DUBLIN CITY INTER-NON-FAITH FORUM CHARTER 
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10th December 2020

Attn: Lord Mayor of Dublin

Mansion House,

Dawson Street,

Dublin 2,

D02 AF30,

Ireland.


Re: Celebration of Missed Festivals 

Dear Ms Chu,


We the undersigned would like to congratulate you on arranging the Rewind 2020 
gatherings. We join you in welcoming “a forum where everyone could celebrate Christmas 
as much as possible … and at the same time all the other faiths”. This is indeed a worthy 
initiative that reflects very well on your office.


Moreover, we would also like to inform you that we have formed the “Dublin City Inter-
Non-Faith Forum”. As the inaugural members, both the Church of the Flying Spaghetti 
Monster in Ireland and the Church of Naturalism in Ireland are non-religious groups, who 
anticipate welcoming other non-religious groups into our forum in the near future. I have 
attached our Charter, which all members of the DCINF Forum will sign.


We would like to formally request that identical arrangements should be made in the Lord 
Mayor’s Garden to those for Rewind 2020, in order to facilitate non-religious celebrations. 
As I’m sure you understand, the non-religious in Dublin have been subject to the same 
restrictions as those that the religious have endured. The members of our non-religious 
forum are just as committed to our celebrations and events as religious groups are.


Consistent with the Equal Status Act, I’m sure you would not countenance any less 
favourable treatment of non-religious Dubliners, as compared with religious Dubliners. As 
such, we will look forward to hearing from you shortly with regard to the arrangements for 
some non-religious events, on mutually convenient dates.


_______________________________ _______________________________

Martin Boers, Church of Naturalism John Hamill, Church of the Flying Spaghetti Monster

DUBLIN CITY INTER-NON-FAITH FORUM 
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29th December 2020

Attn: Lord Mayor of Dublin

Mansion House,

Dawson Street,

Dublin 2,

D02 AF30,

Ireland.


Re: Celebration of Missed Festivals 

Dear Ms Chu,


We refer to our previous correspondence to you dated 10th December 2020. It is now 
more than two weeks since that letter was delivered to you by registered post on 14th 
December 2020. It is a shame that it has not been possible to arrange some “Rewind 
2020” events for our non-religious groups before the holiday period, but we will look 
forward to doing that in the New Year.


In that regard, we would like to bring two further issues to your attention:


1. The Alliance of Former Muslims of Ireland has now joined the Dublin City Inter-
Non-Faith Forum, by accepting our Charter. Just as we are sure that you would not 
seek to support faith-based groups in the city while discriminating against our 
non-faith based groups; we are also certain that you will not seek to support 
Muslim groups while discriminating against those who have left Islam.


2. As part of the events we are planning, we would like to include a charitable 
donation to a worthy organisation of your choice. At your convenience, we would 
be grateful if you could nominate a charity to which we will make a “Rewind 2020” 
donation from the Dublin City Inter-Non-Faith Forum.


We will look forward to hearing from you shortly.


___________________________ ___________________________ ___________________________

Martin Boers
Church of Naturalism

Kareem Muhssin
Alliance of Former Muslims

John Hamill
Church of the Flying Spaghetti Monster

DUBLIN CITY INTER-NON-FAITH FORUM 
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Forms	ES.1	

Page	1	of	16	

The	Equal	Status	Acts,	2000-2015	
NOTIFICATION	

	
IMPORTANT:	 This	 document	 warns	 of	 a	 possible	 legal	 claim.	
Please	 read	 it,	 and	 the	 attached	 Notes,	 carefully.	 The	 Notes	
explain	what	this	document	is	about,	explain	some	of	the	terms	
used,	 and	 set	 out	 the	 legal	 requirements	 this	Notification	must	
follow.	

	
	

From:	(name	and	address	of	the	“complainant”,	the	person	who	thinks	they	
have	been	discriminated	against	or	otherwise	unlawfully	treated)			
	
Name:	 John	Hamill	
Address:	
	
	
	

	
	
	
		

	
	
	
To:	(name	and	address	of	the	“respondent”,	the	person	or	organisation	who	
the	 complainant	 thinks	 discriminated	 against	 them	 or	 treated	 them	
unlawfully)		
	
Name:	 Ms	Hazel	Chu	
Address:	
	
	
	

Mansion	House	
Dawson	Street	
Dublin	2	
D02	AF30	

	
1.	 I	 think	 that	 you	 have/may	 have	 treated	 me	 unlawfully	 by:	
(please	tick	which	box	or	boxes	apply)	
	
X			Discriminating	against	me,	 	



Forms	ES.1	

Page	2	of	16	

	
¨	Harassing	me,	or	allowing	me	to	be	harassed		
	
¨	Sexually	harassing	me,	or	allowing	me	to	be	sexually	harassed		
	
¨	 Failing	 to	provide	me	with	“reasonable	accommodation”	 [see	Notes:	
only	for	person	with	a	disability]	
	
¨	Victimising	me	(see	Notes)	
	
contrary	to	the	Equal	Status	Acts,	2000	–	2015.		
	
2.	I	think	that	you	did	so	on	the	following	ground(s):	
	
(Please	tick	whichever	box(es)	apply)	
	
¨		 gender	(male	or	female)	
¨	 civil	status	(single,	married,	separated,	divorced,	widowed	or	in	a	civil	

partnership)	
¨	 family	status	(pregnant;	parent	or	acting	parent	of	a	child;	parent	or	

resident	 primary	 carer	 of	 a	 person	 with	 a	 disability	 who	 needs	
continuing	care);	(see	Notes)	

¨		 sexual	 orientation	 (heterosexual,	 homosexual	 or	 bisexual	
orientation)	

X		 religion	(religious	belief/background	or	lack	of	belief)	
¨		 age	(18	years	of	age	or	over,):	(see	Notes)	
¨		 disability	(see	Notes)	
¨		 race	(colour,	nationality,	ethnic	or	national	origins)	
¨		 membership	of	the	Traveller	community	
¨	 victimisation	(see	Notes)		
¨	 housing	assistance	(see	Notes)	
	
3.	Details	of	my	complaint	are	as	follows	(include	details	such	as	place,	
date	and	time	when	you	say	the	respondent	treated	you	unlawfully,	and	what	
you	say	led	up	to	this	treatment):	
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Date:	31st	December	2021	

Time:	N/A	

Other	details:	

On	10th	December	2020,	I	was	a	signatory	to	a	letter	from	the	Dublin	City	

Inter	Non-Faith	Forum	(DCINF	Forum)	to	the	Lord	Mayor	of	Dublin.	Our	

group	of	non-religious	organisations	in	Dublin	had	noticed	the	“Rewind	

2020”	events	advertised	by	the	Lord	Mayor.	These	events	in	the	Mansion	

House	were	designed	to	facilitate	religious	groups	in	marking	the	

celebrations	that	they	had	missed	during	the	pandemic	restrictions.	Along	

with	my	colleagues	in	the	DCINF	Forum,	I	indicated	that	non-religious	

groups	had	also	missed	out	on	our	own	gatherings	for	the	same	reasons,	

and	we	requested	that	similar	events	could	be	arranged	at	the	Mansion	

House	for	non-religious	groups.	In	order	to	help	facilitate	this,	we	provided	

a	copy	of	our	Charter	to	indicate	the	type	of	topics	that	our	proposed	

events	might	mention.	

	

This	correspondence	was	delivered	by	registered	post	on	14th	December	

2020.	Unfortunately,	it	was	ignored.	

	

On	29th	December	2020,	I	was	a	signatory	on	a	subsequent	letter	from	the	

DCINF	Forum	to	the	Lord	Mayor	of	Dublin.	This	correspondence	announced	

that	a	new	non-religious	organisation	that	had	become	a	member	of	our	

group.	We	also	proposed	that	the	DCINF	Forum	would	include	a	donation	

to	a	charity	to	be	nominated	by	the	Lord	Mayor,	as	part	of	the	events	we	

were	proposing.	In	addition,	we	indicated	that	we	would	still	like	to	arrange	
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some	events	in	the	New	Year,	even	if	it	was	not	possible	to	arrange	events	

before	Christmas.	

	

This	correspondence	was	delivered	by	registered	post	on	31st	December	

2020.	Unfortunately,	it	was	ignored.	

	

	
4.	I	think	that	this	 involved	me	being	treated	less	favourably	than	others	
(on	the	ground(s)	mentioned	above)	in	the	following	way:		
	
(this	section	is	not	needed	for	harassment	or	sexual	harassment	cases)		
	
I	believe	that	the	Lord	Mayor	has	treated	me	less	favourably	than	others	

because	others	have	religious	beliefs,	whereas	I	have	none.	Specifically,	I	

was	treated	less	favourably	in	the	provision	of	services	by	the	Lord	Mayor	

in	the	following	ways:		

1. The	Office	of	the	Lord	Mayor	responded	immediately	to	requests	

from	the	Dublin	City	Interfaith	Forum	(DCIF)	for	“Rewind	2020”	

events	with	religious	groups,	while	the	same	Office	ignored	similar	

requests	for	similar	events	with	non-religious	groups	like	mine.	For	

example,	the	first	time	that	the	DCIF	wrote	an	email	to	the	Office	of	

the	Lord	Mayor	about	arranging	“Rewind	2020”	religious	events,	they	

received	a	response	describing	that	as	“a	lovely	idea”	within	30	
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minutes.	In	contrast,	the	DCINF	Forum	has	been	ignored	for	more	

than	30	days.	

2. The	Lord	Mayor	arranged	for	access	to	the	Mansion	House	grounds	

for	religious	groups,	while	neglecting	to	arrange	similar	access	for	any	

non-religious	groups	like	mine.	The	Lord	Mayor	attended	events	with	

religious	groups	while	neglecting	to	attend	any	events	with	non-

religious	groups	like	mine.		

3. The	Lord	Mayor	reviewed	a	press	release	from	religious	groups	and	

provided	a	comment	into	that	press	release	supporting	those	

religious	groups,	while	neglecting	to	offer	such	support	for	any	non-

religious	groups	like	mine.	

4. The	Lord	Mayor	arranged	for	the	Dublin	City	Council	logo	to	appear	

on	a	poster	created	by	religious	groups,	while	neglecting	to	provide	

similar	support	to	non-religious	groups	like	mine.	

5. The	Office	of	the	Lord	Mayor	provided	for	scheduling	assistance,	

arranged	for	the	purchase	of	flowers,	and	instructed	staff	to	provide	

furniture	for	religious	groups,	while	offering	no	such	support	to	non-

religious	groups	like	mine.	
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6. The	Lord	Mayor	issued	a	press	release	about	“Rewind	2020”	and	

listed	the	religious	groups	that	she	was	supporting,	while	declining	to	

support	any	non-religious	groups	like	mine.	The	Office	of	the	Lord	

Mayor	arranged	for	those	same	religious	groups	to	be	promoted	

through	social	media	channels,	while	neglecting	to	support	any	non-

religious	groups	in	this	way.	The	Lord	Mayor	included	in	her	press	

release	a	comment	from	the	DCIF,	while	neglecting	to	provide	similar	

support	to	the	members	of	the	DCINF	Forum,	such	as	myself.	

In	general	terms,	when	the	DCIF	requested	support	from	the	Lord	Mayor,	

they	were	immediately	provided	with	extensive	public-funded	support,	

including	the	facilitation	of	events	at	the	Mansion	House	at	which	the	Lord	

Mayor	participated.	In	contrast,	when	the	DCINF	Forum	requested	

equivalent	support	for	equivalent	events,	we	were	studiously	ignored.	For	

these	reasons	and	more,	I	believe	that	I	have	been	treated	less	fairly	than	

others,	because	I	have	no	religious	beliefs.	

	

	

5.	Please	reply	explaining	why	you	treated	me	as	you	did.	I	

attach	Form	ES.2,	which	can	be	used	to	reply.		
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6.	Request	for	other	information:		
(If	the	complainant	is	not	using	this	section,	please	go	directly	to	next	page)	
	
	
Please	reply	in	writing	to	the	following	questions	which	are	relevant	to	my	case:		
	

1. In	the	comment	you	provided	for	inclusion	in	the	DCIF	press	release	you	
stated	that,	“I	want	to	make	sure	we	celebrate	all	faiths	and	communities”.	
Does	this	include	non-religious	communities	or	is	it	limited	only	to	religious	
communities?	
	

2. Why	have	you	treated	the	DCINF	Forum	so	differently	from	the	DCIF?	
	

3. Why	have	you	studiously	ignored	all	correspondence	from	the	DCINF	Forum,	
while	during	the	very	same	period	of	time,	your	Office	was	engaged	in	
prolonged	communications	with	the	DCIF	about	the	various	publicly-funded	
supports	you	were	arranging	for	the	DCIF?	

	
4. Why	does	DCIF	correspondence	receive	immediate	replies	from	your	office	

with	offers	of	extensive	support,	while	equivalent	DCINF	Forum	
correspondence	during	exactly	the	same	time	period	is	totally	ignored?	

	
5. Will	you	ensure	that	your	Office	provides	exactly	the	same	publicly-funded	

supports,	facilities	and	promotional	services	to	the	DCINF	Forum	as	you	have	
already	provided	to	the	DCIF?	If	not,	why	not?	

	
	
7.	Please	note	 that	 I	 intend	 to	 seek	 redress	under	 the	Equal	 Status	Acts	
2000-2015.	If	I	am	not	satisfied	with	the	reply	I	receive,	or	if	you	fail	to	reply	
within	a	month	after	it	was	sent	to	you.		
	

	
Please	send	your	reply	to	me	at	the	address	written	below.		
	
	
Signature	of	Complainant	(or	their	representative):		
	
	
...............................................................................................................		
	
Date:	15th	January	2021	
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Contact	Address:		

	
	
	
	

	
	
	
NOTE	TO	THE	PERSON	RECEIVING	THIS	NOTIFICATION:		
	
More	information	in	relation	to	employment,	equality	and	industrial	relations	legislation	

can	be	found	on	www.workplacerelations.ie	or	by	telephoning	the	 information	 line	on	

1890	80	80	90.	You	can	also	get	the	following	information:	

	
-	A	reply	form	ES.2	
-	 Explanatory	notes	 “Information	on	 receiving	a	 Form	ES.1,	or	using	Form	
ES.2”	
-	Procedures	in	the	Investigation	of	Employment	and	Equality	Complainants.		
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16th February 2021

Attn: Lord Mayor of Dublin

Mansion House,

Dawson Street,

Dublin 2,

D02 AF30,

Ireland.


Re: Celebration of Missed Festivals 

Dear Ms Chu,


We refer to your ES2 Form, dated 15th February 2021. Unfortunately, we must inform you 
that this correspondence is entirely unsatisfactory, as it fails to adequately address any of 
the questions that we had asked.


The only explanation offered for your discriminatory behaviour and the sectarian manner 
in which you have allocated the public resources under your control, is “the extremely 
busy run up to the Christmas period”. Of course, this does not explain in any way why 
your office was able to respond promptly to faith bodies managed by your Roman 
Catholic co-religionists during the same period. It seems that extremely busy periods only 
present problems for you when correspondence arrives from secular bodies, and no such 
difficulties apply to religious bodies during exactly the same period.


Moreover in our letter to you dated 10th December 2020, we clearly stated that “we will 
look forward to hearing from you shortly with regard to the arrangements for some non-
religious events, on mutually convenient dates”. That is, if it was more convenient for you 
to arrange dates after “the extremely busy run up to the Christmas period”, then of course 
this would have been acceptable for us. However, you continued to ignore our 
correspondence for the first six weeks of 2021, until you received an ES1 Form that 
referred to the possibility of a legal claim. Consequently, your reliance on the pressures of 
“the extremely busy run up to the Christmas period” to explain your discriminatory 
behaviour, seem entirely pretextual. The content of your ES2 Form does not begin to 
explain the less favourable treatment of our non-faith group, as compared to the 
facilitation you offered to a faith-based group.


In fact, the content of your ES2 Form piles insult upon injury by referring to your priorities 
as as including “integration”. The Dublin City Interfaith Forum represents less than one 
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third of the religious groups registered in the greater Dublin area . In addition, the most 1

recent Census shows that Dublin is the least religious county in the entire country , with 2

more than 18% of the population reporting that they adhere no religion at all. As such, by 
facilitating a small number of religious denominations while excluding those of other faiths 
and those of no faith at all, you are not promoting “integration” but rather advancing 
sectarianism and religious discrimination.


For example, members of the Alliance of Former Muslims in Ireland have experienced all 
of the same racism and discrimination as believing Muslims have experienced. In addition 
to this abhorrent treatment, they have also experienced oppression and persecution by 
believing Muslims in Ireland, based on the Islamic teachings against apostasy. This 
includes teachings that have been promoted by some of the Muslim groups that are 
included within the Dublin City Interfaith Forum. Your policy appears to support those 
who preach against apostasy within the Muslim community, leading to the abuse of 
former Muslims in Ireland, up to and including the threat of physical violence against 
many ex-Muslims within the Direct Provision system . At the same time, your policy is to 3

exclude the Alliance of Former Muslims in Ireland, compounding the faith-based 
ostracisation that their members experience in Dublin on a daily basis. It is grossly 
insulting that you would behave in this manner while describing your policy as one that 
promotes “integration”.


We have attached herein, our correspondence dated 29th December 2020, along with the 
associated delivery receipt. This letter proposes that we should arrange some “Rewind 
2020” events for our non-religious groups in early 2021. We would like to reiterate that 
suggestion now, and propose that we should find a date during March when the 
pandemic restrictions have been relaxed. We would also like to reiterate our request that 
you should nominate a charity to which we will make a donation from the Dublin City 
Inter-Non-Faith Forum, as part of our planned “Rewind 2020” ceremony.


Whereas you have mentioned that “the use of the Mansion House and the Mansion House 
Garden are at the discretion of the Lord Mayor”, we are certain you will agree that the 
Lord Mayor does not enjoy the discretion to allocate public resources to faith groups only, 
while treating those with no faith less favourably. We will look forward to hearing from you 
shortly.


Yours Sincerely,


___________________________ ___________________________ ___________________________

Martin Boers
Church of Naturalism

Kareem Muhssin
Alliance of Former Muslims

John Hamill
Church of the Flying Spaghetti Monster

 https://assets.gov.ie/41379/ff5a0d44a4f0473b9c937b367ca45a60.pdf 1

 https://www.cso.ie/en/releasesandpublications/ep/p-cp8iter/p8iter/p8rrc/ 2

 https://allianceofformermuslims.com/islamism-in-ireland/#testimonies 3
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Attn: Lord Mayor of Dublin

Mansion House,

Dawson Street,

Dublin 2,

D02 AF30,

Ireland.


CC: Ms Yvonne C Kelly


Re: Celebration of Missed Festivals 

Dear Ms Chu,


We refer to the correspondence from your office dated 4th March 2021, and we have also 
provided a copy of this letter to your colleague, Ms Kelly. The correspondence from your 
office states that we “made a complaint” about a DCIF event. This is not true. In fact, we 
explicitly congratulated you on your “Rewind 2020” events for members of the DCIF. Our 
request was merely that you might make public resources available to those of all faiths 
and none, rather that restricting those resources exclusively to citizens who hold religious 
beliefs.


The letter from your Office also informed us that “… groups are welcome to make an 
application to the Lord Mayor for the use of the Mansion House and the Lord Mayor’s 
Garden”. In fact, we have already made three such applications by registered post (on 
10th December 2020, on 29th December 2020 and on 16th February 2021). Each of these 
applications was signed as received by your Office. It appears that when formally 
submitting an application as you have described, faith groups can receive a positive 
response from your Office within 30 minutes, while a blind eye may be turned to 
applications from non-faith groups.


On 26th November 2020, your Office wrote to the DCIF proposing an event on 8th 
December 2020, while qualifying this suggestion by stating that, “we will have to await the 
announcement tomorrow regarding restrictions and any change in the number of people 
that can gather outside”. Of course, it is perfectly possible to make provisional 
arrangements on the understanding that they may need to change according to any 
subsequent government announcement. We would like to suggest that we should plan 
our event for Wednesday 14th April at lunchtime in the Lord Mayor’s Garden, after the 
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current Level 5 restriction period will have ended. In doing so, we understand that this 
plan would be subject to any new government announcements with respect to further 
restrictions on the number of people who may gather outside.


Were you to facilitate such provisional planning in the case of faith groups, while denying 
provisional plans to non-faith groups, then this would represent less favourable treatment 
of those with no religious beliefs. Moreover, we should also note that your Office already 
has a longstanding track record in this regard. As just a few examples:


• In 2016, your Office supported an event to promote the DCIF Charter. There was no 
equivalent support for any non-faith groups.


• In 2017, your Office supported a conference arranged by the DCIF to promote the 
contribution of religious faith to civil society. There was no equivalent support for any 
non-faith groups.


• In 2018, your Office supported a “Five Marks” event arranged by the DCIF to promote 
understanding of interfaith ideas. There was no equivalent support for any non-faith 
groups.


• In 2019, your Office continued supporting, “MEASC – A Festival of Culture, Faith and 
Community”, which is an annual function arranged by the DCIF. There was no 
equivalent support for any non-faith groups.


In addition, WRC Adjudication Reference ADJ-00016391 refers to a complaint previously 
made by Atheist Ireland against your Office. The context of that case related to a DCIF 
banner that was manufactured and erected at public expense, and supported by your 
Office. Atheist Ireland had sought support for an equivalent banner that would refer to 
non-faith perspectives and your Office refused to facilitate that request. The complaint 
was not upheld because a prolonged series of correspondence on the issues resulted in 
the complaint running out of time.


Your office has a well established record over many years of repeatedly supporting DCIF 
events using public resources, while at the same time refusing to provide similar 
facilitation for any non-faith groups. With respect to your “Rewind 2020” events, on three 
previous occasions we have requested in writing that you include our non-faith group 
within those publicly funded events. As we stated in our letter of 10th December 2020 
and within our subsequent correspondence, “we will look forward to hearing from you 
shortly with regard to the arrangements for some non-religious events, on mutually 
convenient dates”. Now, we formally request for the fourth time that you should make the 
Lord Mayor’s Garden available to us for our “Rewind 2020” events, on exactly the same 
basis that you have facilitated the DCIF. We do not intend to repeat this request for a fifth 
time. 


Yours Sincerely,


___________________________ ___________________________ ___________________________

Martin Boers
Church of Naturalism

Kareem Muhssin
Alliance of Former Muslims

John Hamill
Church of the Flying Spaghetti Monster
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26th April 2021

Attn: Lord Mayor of Dublin

Mansion House,

Dawson Street,

Dublin 2,

D02 AF30,

Ireland.


Re: Celebration of Missed Festivals 

Dear Ms Chu,


We refer to your letter of 23rd March 2021, within which you indicated that “due to the 
current Covid 19 restrictions, we are not in a position to consider any requests to use 
either the Mansion House or the Lord Mayor’s Garden at present”. As of the date of the 
present correspondence, outdoor heritage sites may be opened again and so we expect 
that you will now be able to consider our longstanding request for a non-religious 
“Rewind 2020” event in the Lord Mayor’s Garden.


Yesterday, an Taoiseach Michéal Martin said that “outdoor will be the theme for the 
summer”. As such, even though outdoor heritage sites such as the Lord Mayor’s Garden 
may already open again from today, out of an abundance of caution we propose to plan 
our non-religious event at lunchtime on Tuesday 1st June. We will need no more than an 
hour. There will only be three participants in our proposed event and we’ll be happy to 
provide you and your staff a full description of the event content and agenda in advance.


On 26th November 2020, your Office wrote to the DCIF proposing an event on 8th 
December 2020, while qualifying this suggestion by stating that, “we will have to await the 
announcement tomorrow regarding restrictions and any change in the number of people 
that can gather outside”. Of course, it is perfectly possible to make provisional 
arrangements on the understanding that they may need to change according to any 
subsequent government announcement. Were you to facilitate such provisional planning 
in the case of faith groups, while denying provisional plans to non-faith groups, then this 
would represent less favourable treatment of those with no religious beliefs. 


There is absolutely no reason why you cannot now facilitate provisional planning for our 
proposed event this coming summer. As such, we anticipate that you will be able to 
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provide a prompt response initiating such planning, in exactly the same manner that your 
Office has already facilitated for the DCIF. We look forward to hearing from you shortly.


Yours Sincerely,


___________________________ ___________________________ ___________________________

Martin Boers
Church of Naturalism

Kareem Muhssin
Alliance of Former Muslims

John Hamill
Church of the Flying Spaghetti Monster
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11th May 2021

Attn: Lord Mayor of Dublin

Mansion House,

Dawson Street,

Dublin 2,

D02 AF30,

Ireland.


Re: Celebration of Missed Festivals 

Dear Ms Chu,


We refer again to your letter of 23rd March 2021, within which you indicated that “due to 
the current Covid 19 restrictions, we are not in a position to consider any requests to use 
either the Mansion House or the Lord Mayor’s Garden at present”. As of the date of the 
present correspondence, no Covid 19 restrictions apply to the use of the Lord Mayor’s 
Garden, which would prohibit our proposed “Rewind 2020” event. On 26th April 2021 we 
wrote to you proposing to plan our non-religious event for lunchtime on Tuesday 1st June. 


We note again that your Office has already treated our group much less favourably than 
the DCIF, since you immediately provided the DCIF with a provisional date even while 
Covid 19 restrictions were in place. Now that all relevant restrictions have been lifted, we 
will look forward to hearing the arrangements that you will make for our event during the 
first week of June.


Yours Sincerely,


___________________________ ___________________________ ___________________________

Martin Boers
Church of Naturalism

Kareem Muhssin
Alliance of Former Muslims

John Hamill
Church of the Flying Spaghetti Monster

DUBLIN CITY INTER-NON-FAITH FORUM 



12/05/2021, 11:16An Post - Your guide to sending post and parcels | Personal | An Post

Page 1 of 4https://www.anpost.com/Post-Parcels/Track/History?item=RL817978530IE

RL817978530IE
Track again

Current status: We delivered your post

Item history

International Delays

Further details here

RL817978530IE

12 May 2021 08:45
We delivered your post

12 May 2021 07:30
Your post is out for delivery

12 May 2021 00:09
We have your post and are getting it ready for delivery

11 May 2021 21:17
Your delivery has been sorted DUBLIN MAIL CENTRE, DUBLIN 12

11 May 2021 15:16
Your delivery has been sorted CASTLEBLAYNEY, CO MONAGHAN

11 May 2021 13:50
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20/05/2021, 18:11Spotlight - Volunteer Information Evening - Dublin City Volunteer Centre

Page 1 of 3https://volunteerdublincity.ie/volevent/spotlight-volunteer-information-evening-6feb2017/

(https://volunteerdublincity.ie/)
Home (https://volunteerdublincity.ie/) > Spotlight – Volunteer Information
Evening

Volunteer
(https://volunteerdublincity.ie/vol)

Organisation
(https://volunteerdublincity.ie/org)

Spotlight – Volunteer Information Evening

Five organisations have five minutes each to recruit you.

Interested in volunteering but unsure of what options are out there? This event gives you the chance to hear from some local groups who are recruiting for volunteers right
now. Our team is also on hand to answer any questions you may have about volunteering.

This is a great opportunity to hear from a wide range of organisations that are actively recruiting volunteers. You can have your questions answered and find out how you
can get involved.  Registration is required for this event.

Speakers:

St. Patrick’s Festival (http://www.stpatricksfestival.ie/)

The festival sets out to reflect the talents and achievements of Irish people on many national and world stages, and it acts as an exciting showcase for the manifold skills of
the people of Ireland, of every age and social background. Seeking Festival Volunteers in many roles (http://volunteering.force.com/OpportunityDetail?
id=a00D000000WcbcvIAB&showWrapper=true&showEmail=true).

One for Ireland (https://www.oneforireland.ie/)

A charity fundraising campaign, run under the Irish Youth Foundation, that aims to empower Irish people to impact their communities. Seeking Head of Technology &
Design (http://volunteering.force.com/OpportunityDetail?id=a00D000000dSUMGIA4&showWrapper=true&showEmail=true) but also volunteers to help promote across
Dublin city.

Young Christian Workers (http://www.ycw.ie/)

An international youth movement, which values the dignity and worth of each young person. It enables its members to challenge social exclusion and take action to bring
about change in their home, workplace and social life. Seeking volunteers to assist in establishing and facilitating local YCW groups
(http://volunteering.force.com/OpportunityDetail?id=a00D000000dSnuqIAC&showWrapper=true&showEmail=true) for young people.

!

(https://www.facebook.com/volunteerdublincity)
"

(https://twitter.com/DublinVolunteer)
#

(https://www.linkedin.com/company/dublin-
city-
volunteer-
centre)

When is it on?

Monday the 6th of February, 2017

What time?

6:30 pm— 8:00 pm

Where is it on?

Carmelite Community Centre, 56 Aungier Street, Dublin 2

About News Contact

Search

Get Started Can I volunteer? Dublin Opportunities
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18/08/2021, 13:28Live Mass Stream | St Andrews Parish Church

Page 1 of 1https://www.standrews.ie/parish/livemass/

Site Map Contact information

Live Mass Stream

PUBLIC MASSES HAVE BEEN SUSPENDED

Mass is streamed every day  Click here to view. 

St. Andrew's will open at other times everyday for personal prayer.
 

< Prev  Next >

(0 items)

Live Mass Stream

Copyright © 2021 St Andrews Resource Centre   Privacy statement  Accessibility statement

Error: Missing closing tag 'SHOWIF'

Home Page News About Parish Services &
Sacraments

Parish Statement Live Mass Stream
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